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• Impeachment

Forum examines Clinton trial
By Kristen Dobler
Maine Campus staff

A member of the Naked Five revs up the crowd at Sunday's
UMaine hockey game against UNH. (Caleb Raynor photo.)

The bleak attendance at
Wednesday's
impeachment
forum revealed the university's
apathetic view on the current
presidential crisis.
No more than 20 students
attended the forum, which was
sponsored by the Center for
Students and Community Life, in
the Damn Yankee.
There is a lack of enthusiasm
for removing Clinton on a
national level, too. Even with the
impeachment trial controversy,
President Clinton has one of the
highest approval ratings— 67 percent— that any president has ever
had at this point in his term, said
Amy Fried, assistant professor of
political science and one of three
guest speakers at the forum.
"Only about one third of the
public has wanted Clinton to be
removed," Fried said. "It seems
the public has made a distinction
between public behavior and private behavior."
Politicians, on the other hand,
aren't all basing their decision on
current public opinion. Many
will decide how they will vote
based on their own interests by

Minority groups to share center

are in the process of furnishing
the building right now in hopes of

also secretary of BSU.
Lugo said each student group
will have its own office within
the building. There will also be
kitchen facilities, a reception
area, a recreation area, a computer cluster and a library.
Thinh Ly, president of the
newly formed Asian Student
Society, said the center will provide a great opportunity for the
groups to work together, as well
as a place for resource tools to be
used by everyone on campus. Ly
said he sees this as a chance for
student groups to make their
voices heard on campus.
"This will provide a sense of
community," Mennenga said.
"Separately, these organizations
are small but together they are a
large voice. There is strength in
numbers."
The students involved in the
project feel they have been part
of a process to make the campus
a better place for future students.
"I feel like a pioneer," Delalue

role of her organization will be to
provide support and assist with

opening to the public soon after
spring break.

said."When I leave, it may not be
up to what we want it to be, but at

programming and maintenance.
But she stresses the initiative is
entirely student-run and the cen-

They have been working to
create a mission statement for the
building, said Delalue, who is

least we started something. When
I come back as an [alumna] I can
say I helped to make that."

Shontay Delalue remembers
her first year at the University of
Maine, when the Student Heritage
Alliance Commission started out
in the basement of Cumberland
Hall. Now the organization she
co-chairs is a driving force behind
the establishment of the new
ALANA student center in
Hannibal Hamlin Hall.
The African-American Latino
Asian Native American center is a
collaborative effort on the part of
student organizations such as
SHAC, the Black Student Union,
the Asian Student Society, Los
Colores Unidos and American
Indians at UMaine. It is envisioned as a place where minority
students can come together and all
students are welcome, according
to Shannetta Mennenga, interim
assistant dean for Multicultural
Student Affairs.
According to Mennenga, the

considering the way their vote
will effect their constituents'
decisions when they go to the
polls.
"They will be responsive to
public opinion as it fits in the

ter will be student-directed.
"It's our facility," said Ves
Lugo,co-chair of SHAC."I think
that's the special part about it."
The center is now used for
meetings for the groups. Students

Shannetta Mennenga, interim
assistant dean of Multicultural
Affairs. (Mike Zubik photo.)

future," Fried said.
Matthew Moen, chairman of
the political science department
and a guest speaker at the forum,
See IMPEACHMENT on page 3

• At-risk youths

Local studio uses art
to guide troubled teens
By Beth Haney
Maine Campus staff

• Multicultural Affairs

By Brett Cough
Special to the Campus

Amy Fried, assistant professor of political science, shares her
opinion during the presidential impeachment forum on
Wednesday. (Scott Shelton photo.)

Bangor teens now have a
place to go to express themselves
and keep out of trouble.
Jay Hanes, a professor of art
education, and David Cray, a
third-year art education major,
have collaborated to create
Studio 7, a youth art center
open to all teens from the
Bangor area.
"Our focus is at-risk youth,
but we don't want to be isolated—
the door is open," Cray said."We
are inviting everyone."
The center first opened on
Jan. 23 and will now be open
from 3:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. every
Tuesday and Thursday.
Hanes, a former high school
teacher, has the experience as
well as the desire to make a difference in teens' lives.
"I have an interest in selftaught artists, group art and dissident group art— outsiders voicing
their opinion of the main stream,"
Hanes said.
Hanes began working with
troubled teens last year before
deciding to take on a partner and
expand to the Bangor area.
"Last fall, I began a small pro-

gram with referrals from the
of
Department
Maine
said.
Hanes
Corrections,"
"Artistic freedom appeals to peo-

ple of this age because of the
rules they feel are imposed on
them by adults. They can
redirect energies, speak out
about issues."
Hanes was first attracted
See ART on page 4
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Today's Weather
Nothing but sun today.
Highs in the upper 30s.

Saturday's Weather
Not too cloudy early,
but getting overcast later
in theday. High near 36.

Extended Forecast
Sunday...Cold.
Monday...Fair.
Tuesday...Cold.

• Buildup

• Outrageous

Russians take hardline Italian court accused of
stance on nuclear issue sexism in recent ruling

1

MOSCOW (AP) — At the height of Russia's
financial meltdown, the minister named to save
the economy outlined an overriding prioriey — to
build a new generation of nuclear missiles.
The warning from First Deputy Prime Minister
Yuri Maslyukov, first made in October, that Russia
could lose its nuclear capability, has produced rare
unanimity among the country's bitterly divided
political factions.
Communists, nationalists and liberals alike agree
that Russia must stake everything on its nuclear forces
if it wants any claim to be a world power and have any
kind of credible military.
Yet, the huge arsenal of rockets, planes and submarines that once terrified the world is falling apart
and there is no money to maintain it or build large
numbers of replacements.
"The only thing for which Russia is respected in
the world and which makes us worthy partners ... is our
strategic rocket forces," said Alexander Lebed, a former general and a leading presidential candidate.

ROME, Italy (AP) — Women lawmakers
wore jeans to Parliament on Thursday and
Italy's highest appeals court was accused of sexism after ruling it is impossible to rape a woman
wearing jeans.
"If we go on like this, every woman that doesn't
wear a chastity belt will have the `righi- to be
raped," said Sonia Viale of Parliament's equal
opportunities commission.
The Court of Cassation ruled Wednesday it is
impossible to take off tight pants like jeans "without
the cooperation of the person wearing them." Baggy
jeans aren't popular in Italy, and many women prefer
tight pants.
The decision overturned the 1998 conviction of a
45-year-old driving instructor in - southern Italy,
Carmine Cristiano, for raping an 18-year-old student.
A lower court had sentenced Cristiano to two years
and eight months in prison, but the appeals court said
the girl must have consented to sex and sent the case
back for retrial.
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• Mass Burial

• Human Rights

10,000 gather to mourn
slain Albanian villagers

Shin Bet changes illegal Schools race to prepare
policy toward detainees classrooms for deadline

RACAK, Yugoslavia (AP) — Their caskets
draped in red-and-black Albanian flags, 40 ethnic Albanians were buried Thursday on a snowy
hillside in front of 10,000 mourners, nearly a
month after their killings shocked the world into
action on Kosovo.
Women wept over lost sons and husbands. Old men
struggled through the slush with their canes. A choir sang
a traditional Albanian hymn, "Farewell," as the brown
wooden caskets were lowered into muddy graves.
After speeches, the mourners had a minute of
silence and shouted "Lavdi!" — Glory! — before
silently walking away.
The burials took place 26 days after the bodies of
43 ethnic Albanian villagers were found in a gully following a Serb police attack of this village southwest
of Pristina. The Serbs subsequently recovered 40 of
the bodies but delayed releasing them to relatives.
"We wanted to take part in the funeral and to share
the grief of families who had their loved ones killed,"
said Beqir Rushti, who had walked with four friends
from a village six miles away. "And we wanted to
show our enemy that our people want freedom."

JERUSALEM (AP) — Signaling a possible
change of its interrogation methods, the Shin
Bet security service this week covered
detainees' eyes only with dark sunglasses rather
than the customary urine-drenched hoods, a lawyer
said today.
The lawyer, Tamar Peleg, said a client informed
her of the new practice. She said she also caught a
glimpse of another detainee wearing the oversized
glasses in a Shin Bet lockup.
Israel's Supreme Court has been hearing an appeal
against Shin Bet interrogation methods by human
rights groups and several Palestinian security
detainees. Petitioners say the Shin Bet practices constitute torture and must be declared illegal.
According to court testimony, detainees are tied up
on low chairs with smelly hoods placed over their
heads during long interrogation sessions. While sitting
in the so-called Shabeh position, they are blasted with
loud music and deprived of sleep for days at a time.
In defending the "Shabeh," attorneys for the state
have said the detainees are hooded and blasted with
music so they cannot see and talk to each other.
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TEGUCIGALPA, Honduras (AP) — In the
tiny classroom where 20 children and adults
live in squalor, the neat print on a chalkboard
offers one of the few hints that this was once a
place of learning.
"Today is Wednesday, the 28th of October, 1998."
That was the last day classes were held at the
Argentina Girls School before Hurricane Mitch devastated Honduras, abruptly ending the March to
November academic year three weeks early and turning the school into a foul-smelling, crowded shelter.
With the new school year scheduled to begin
March 1, converting shelters back into schools is
only one problem officials face as a result of
Hurricane Mitch, which killed thousands and caused
billions of dollars of damage in Central America.
Hundreds of schools were damaged or destroyed
by the storm. Although most of the damage has been
repaired, thanks largely to foreign donations, some
schools are scrambling to find places to teach students, said Education Minister Ramon Calix Figueroa.
Some students may end up being taught under
trees, he said.
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Impeachment

Police Report
A male student called Public Safety
at 4:44 p.m. Sunday because his ex-girlfriend was harassing him. The student
said the woman had taken his current
girlfriend's car keys, went under his car
hood and removed the brake fluid cover.
The woman gave the two items back to
the student, and Public Safety informed
her to leave him alone.
Anthony D. Barker, 21, was summoned for operating after suspension
when an officer pulled him over at 6:42
a.m. Sunday because Barker's car's taillight was out.
Someone found graffiti, spray-painted in yellow and red paint, on five different areas of the Library Storage building at 9:03 a.m. Monday. There are no
leads at this time.
Someone shot a BB or pellet through
the window of a car parked in a
University Park parking area. The incident was reported to Public Safety at
9:13 a.m. Tuesday.
A vehicle parked in the Steam Plant
parking lot was broken into sometime
between 6 p.m., Jan. 22, and 11 a.m.,
Jan. 23. The car's owner reported at
11:37 a.m. Friday his CD player was
missing and the car's ashtray was broken. The damage and theft totaled $460.

face plate for the car's stereo were also
stolen. The theft totaled $600.
After a female student reported
someone stole her purse, L.L. Bean
backpack, binders and books from her
Eagle Talon last Thursday, a second person found her purse in the parking lot
and handed it in to Public Safety. The
books were located in Oxford Hall, but
nothing else were recovered.
Several women claimed they were
physically assaulted by another female at a
formal dance in Wells Commons at 1 a.m.
Sunday. No charges have yet been filed.
Last Friday at 2:40 p.m. someone
reported that $200 had been stolen from
a room in Alpha Gamma Rho.
About 10 cars have been broken into
while parked on campus since Jan. 19,
said Lt. Mike Zubik of Public Safety.
Most break-ins have occurred during
daylight hours, and students have reported thefts of stereo equipment valued at
up to thousands of dollars. Evidence left
at the scene of one break-in suggests a
connection to an earlier theft. Police are
investigating a possible crime trend.

No experience necessary.

Interested in covering campus events? Come to
the open meeting Wednesday at 5:30 p.m., Fourth
Floor. Chadbourne Hall.

By Kristen Dobler
Maine Campus staff

Can 1-1270 for more information.

GOURMET TOPPED
PRIMO PIZZAS

APPETIZERS & SALADS
Mozzarella Sticks
Cheese Breadsticks
Garlic Bread w/cheese
French Fries
9 Piece Chicken Nuggets
Garden Salad
Caesar Salad
Greek Salad

Super Veggie

PASTA

3 Cheese
Mozzarella, White Cheddar, Pecorino Romano

Additional Toppings Available:
Extra Cheese, Black Olives, Anchovies, Mushrooms, Onions,
Broccoli, Pepperoni, Hamburger, Capicola, Sausage,
Tomatoes, Salami, Green Peppers and Bacon

Broccoli, Mushrooms, Peppers, Onions, Tomato,
Olives

Paparoni Primo

All pasta entrees served with Marinara Sauce
and a Cheese Breadstick

Spaghetti or Ziti

50% more Cheese and Pepperoni

Meatballs

Meat Combo
Pepperoni, Capicola, Bacon, Italian Sausage,
Hamburger

The 'Works"
Pepperoni, Italian Sausage, Hamburger,
Mushrooms, Onion, Pepper

NEW! Baked Ziti
Cheese Ravioli
Papa Platter
Pasta sampler

Chicken Parmigiana Platter

Chicken & Roasted Peppers
Grilled Chicken, Peppers, Tomato Chunks,
3 Cheeses

SUBS & POCKETS
Italian
Seafood
Turkey Breast
White Albacore Tuna
Super Steak
Steak & Cheese
Meatball Parmigiana
Chicken Parmigiana
Chicken Breast
Hot Veggie
Chicken Caesar Pocket
PAPAS WRAPS
Turkey Club
Buffalo Chicken
Mediterranean Veggie
Chicken Stir-Fry
Chicken Pesto

ALL YOU
CAN EAT!
Tuesday, Wednesday 4-9pm
Sunday all day
Dine In only

ALL YO
td
ittsOr'" CAN EAT PIZZA
Ilt‘"

Cheese and Pepperoni Traditiona Trir

r

53.99 per person
ALL YOU CAN
EAT PASTA

4SCI
0

„coo

Prince Spaghetti or Zit'
'3.59 per person

ALL YOU CAN EAT
PIZZA OR PASTA
PIZZA: 53.99 per person
PASTA: 53.59 per person

For questions or comments call 1-800-955-4123

992 Union Street,
Bangor, ME
(207) 262-0183
Located next to Shaw's in
the Merrymeeting
Shopping Plaza, across
from the Brunswick Naval
Air Station on Old Bath
Road

BANGOR INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT

before the heat of partisanship starts to
decline," said Kenneth Palmer, professor
of political science and a guest lecturer at
the forum.
Moen said the strong partisanship is
ironic since all the issues parties usually
disagree on, such as the Cold War, are over
and partisanship has recently been on the
decline.
No matter how strong partisanship is
growing in the senate, both parties are
going to come out of the trial with egg on
their face, Palmer said.
Tensions also exist within Congress.
Bicameral differences between the house
and the congress have led to hard feelings
between the two, which may will last for
quite awhile, Moen said.
Maine's senators have gained national
recognition for their part in the trial
because of their moderate Republican
stance and their experience with focusing
on the political process, Palmer said.
"They're a natural bridge between the
two parties," Palmer said.

THE MAINE CAMPUS NEEDS WRITERS!

FEED YOUR BRAIN!
TRADITIONAL THIN
CRUST PIZZA& CRISPY
DEEP DISH PIZZA

from page 1

said despite the house of representative's
vote to impeach Clinton, the Senate will
follow public opinion.
"Most condemn the president for his
conduct, but don't want to remove him
and that's about where Congress ends up,"
Moen said.
One student questioned whether public
support for Clinton is a type of social
protest against the trial.
Fried said the support may be caused
by a rally effect, similar to when people
support a war once it starts.
"He looks like he's under siege," she
said.
Whether or not Clinton is impeached,
the trial will be marked in American history, Fried said.
"On the one hand it may seem like it's
nothing, but people will always be talking
about this," she said.
Throughout the impeachment trial,
partisanship has grown surprisingly
strong.
"I think it's going to be a long time

Upon returning to his car at 8:16 p.m.
last Thursday, a student found his trunk
open, and stereo speakers, which were in
it, were missing. A radar detector and

WESTGATE
MA11
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Buy Any Large Pizza at
Regular Price and Get a
Small Cheese Pizza
NEW
LOCATION!
38 Bangor Mall Blvd.,
Bangor, ME
(207) 945-5476

FREE
Please mention coupon when ordering. One coupon accepted per visit.
Not valid with other discounts or specials. For Dine-in and Carry Out only

Expires March 31, 1999

PLU#7316
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Sex Matters
Q: I am wondering if you have
any words of advice for a long-distance relationship. We have been
together
for
seven
months.
Sometimes I feel like I am not in love
just because she is not here. But when
I am with her, I couldn't ask for anything more. I also feel bad if I hit on
other girls. Male, Junior
A: Actually, I would really like to
know more about your relationship. For
example, how long have you been in
this long distance arrangement (of the
seven months you've been dating) and
when will it end so that you will be
together daily? That information might

by Sandra L. Caron
shed some light on what's going on for
you two. If this is a temporary situation
(just this semester) and then you're
back together, it may be something to
hang in there for. However, if this is the
way your relationship is going to be for
the next few years, you may want to
reconsider your commitment.
You say you are hitting on other girls.
This should be a clear indication that this
long-distance relationship may not be
exactly what you had hoped for. Consider
what you want the long-distance relationship to be: just a casual one or a serious
monogamous commitment. I believe it's
going to take some soul searching — and
a few conversations with her — to figure

it out. Best wishes!

come?" Your job is to find out what
feels good for you. Lonnie Barbach's
book, "For Each Other," is a great
resource. Once you know what turns
you on, you can share this information
with your partner. He's not going to
know what to do unless you tell him.

Q: How do women who don't
orgasm from straight sex learn to
orgasm during sex? F
A: I assume "straight sex" means
penis-in-vagina intercourse. Most
women need direct stimulation of the
clitoris. Intercourse is usually not the
most effective way to get it. The vagina
is often too far from the clitoris for
intercourse alone to provide sufficient
stimulation for orgasm. For many
women, intercourse just doesn't do it;
the equivalent for men would be to
touch his thigh and ask, "Did you

Sandra L. Caron is an associate professor offamily relations/human sexuality in the College of Education &
Human Development. She teaches CHF
351: Human Sexuality in the spring
semester Questions for Caron can be
sent directly to her at The Maine
Campus, Chadbourne Hall.

Art

from page 1

to Cray's work after he saw him perform an artistic piece, in which Cray
strapped a public address system to his
chest and screamed statements of discontent. He then cut off the head of a
statue he had made.
"It was his energy and commitment
that attracted me," Hanes said.
Hanes later found out Cray also had
experience with teens.
"I've worked with adolescents for the
past six years," Cray said."But at first, he
liked my energy."
Some university students who grew up
in the Bangor area said they would have
taken advantage of the center if it had
been there when they were younger.
Josh Coombs, a second-year electrical engineering technology major who
went to high school in the Bangor area,

said there was no place for teens to go
for extracurricular -activities outside of
school.
"It's been a problem in Bangor for a
while," Coombs said. "There is nothing to
do, especially for teens."
Adrian Smith, a third-year engineering
major agreed.
"If you don't have anything to do, generally you will get into mischief," Smith
said.
The center is starting with minimal art
supplies, Cray said. Nearly all of their
expenses are out of pocket.
"In a way, this a part of [Hanes'] job,
but he has gone above and beyond," Cray
said.
They would like to expand, as soon as
they have the resources, Cray said.
"We're starting out with the basics:

Scholarships Availablefor
Study Abroad

Four scholarships of $1000 each are available for study abroad
during the 1999 Fall Semester or 1999-00 academic year at
Bilkent University (in Ankara, Turkey) and
American University in Bulgaria (in Blagoevgrad, Bulgaria)
English in the language of instruction at these institutions, and
courses in a variety of disciplines are available. University of
Maine tuition is charged for participation in these direct
exchanges, making them affordable.
Scholarships are merit-based; a minimum 3.0 grade point average is required. Two scholarships will be awarded for each of
the two universities. Deadline for applying is March 15, 1999.
Contact the Office of International Programs at 581-1509 for
further information.

drawing, painting," he said. "And then we
will be expanding to street theater, poetry,
sculpture, music. Anything the kids want
to do."
One of the duo's current projects is
applying for nonprofit status, which could
take some time.
"We are working on getting grants and
private donors and developing this as [a
nonprofit organization]," Hanes said. "We
have to have NPO status with the IRS,

which could take a year."
Other long-term plans include summer
road trips to museums and longer hours of
operation, Hanes said.
There will be a red beans and rice benefit dinner for Studio 7 from 6:30 to 8:30
p.m., Feb. 16, at Studio 7, on the third
floor above the Bagel Shop in downtown
Bangor. Anyone interested in volunteering should contact Hanes at 581-3293 or
via FirstClass.

• Dartmouth College

Greeks cancel events in protest
HANOVER, N.H. (AP) —
Dartmouth College's decision to push
for an end to single-sex fraternities and
sororities has angered students at the Ivy
League school and prompted the cancellation of all major frat-sponsored parties
on campus for the semester.
The Coed Fraternity Sorority
Council's decision Wednesday includes
the 21 events meant to coincide with this
weekend's Winter Carnival, including
the "keg jump," an ice-skating event
that was an 18-year tradition.
Jamie Paul, member of the Coed
Fraternity Sorority Council, said the
cancellations were intended to show that
without Greek life there's simply nothing to do at Dartmouth.
"The Greek system is a very huge
thing up here," said Brad Bingham, a
22-year-old member of Alpha Delta
from Patoka, Ind. "If there was a city or
a bigger town with more things to do,
maybe it wouldn't be so important."
Dartmouth, founded in 1769, has
fraternities
had
for more than 150 years.
They are a major part of the school's
image and students' social life in
Hanover, a town of about 9,000 people
near the Vermont state line.
Chris Miller, a member of Alpha

Delta when he was a Dartmouth student,
co-wrote "Animal House," the 1978 film
comedy about frat-house debauchery.
In a letter to students this week, officials announced plans to phase out the
current Greek system to make college life
"substantially coed" and to encourage
"respectful relations between women and
men."
College administrators said they are
concerned about problem drinking and
the exclusive nature of the Greek system.
Officials at the Ivy League school
refused to say whether the plan means
just requiring residential fraternities and
sororities to go coed or phasing them out
altogether, but said the changes could
come as soon as next fall.
Administrators say they are seeking
student suggestions, but
students
were angry the college did not ask their
opinions before announcing the change.
A group of students, estimated at
about 1,000 by The Dartmouth, the student newspaper, held a protest outside
Dartmouth President James Wright's
home Wednesday night.
According to the student newspaper,
more than 35 percent of the 4,300 undergraduates are members of 25 single-sex
fraternities and sororities.

SKI RACK
CI)
All
SPO1t4
TS CP°nR
Winter4+
rn
IT'S ALL ON SALO-Z. Clothing
C3s

50% off All Winter
Clothing
30% on All Winter
Equipment. Save on Skis
Snowboards, Boots

3'•

Everyone has a Winter
Clearance Sale AFTER the
Season, SKI RACK
SPORTS is having a
CLEARANCE SALE NOW!

24 Longview Drive, Bangor (across from Olive Garden)•945-6474
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National News
• Impeachment trial

Senators condemn Clinton's conduct despite likely acquittal
WASHINGTON (AP) — With
acquittal assured, the Senate talked its
way through a third and final day of
closed-door deliberations Thursday at
President Clinton's impeachment trial,
set for climactic noontime votes Friday
in the case that one Democrat called
"this sordid saga."
A steady stream of lawmakers came
forward to announce their intentions for
the roll calls on perjury and obstruction of
justice, dividing largely along party lines
on presidential guilt or innocence but
offering nonpartisan condemnations of
Clinton's behavior
with
Monica
Lewinsky.
"There can be no doubt that President
Clinton's conduct has made a mockery of
most of his words, or that his example has
been corrosive beyond calculation to our
culture and to our children," said Oregon
Republican Gordon Smith, who said he

would vote to convict.
"No one, not any senator in this
chamber nor any person in this country,
will look at this president in the same way
again," said Democrat Dick Durbin of
Illinois, who said he would vote for
acquittal on both charges.
Sen. Joseph Lieberman said he had
concluded that Clinton's "wrongdoing in
this sordid saga does not justify making
him the first president to be ousted from
office in our history." The Connecticut
Democrat had commanded nationwide
attention last September with highly critical words about Clinton's behavior at a
time the White House still hoped to avoid
congressional action.
For all the expressions of disgust, a
formal effort to censure the president
appeared all but dead, a victim of
Republican opposition. Democrats said
they would make an effort to force a post-

• Enviroment

Clinton moves to protect forests
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Clinton
administration Thursday ordered a halt to
road construction in more than 33 million
acres of national forests, a move environmentalists hope will lead to permanent
protection of vast areas of forest land. •
But the plan, announced by the
Agriculture Department, will exempt
large expanses of old-growth forest in the
Northwest and in Alaska where road
building may continue under previously
enacted forest management plans.
"We are ... calling an official time out,
so we can examine the science, involve
the public and build a road policy for the
21st century," Agriculture Secretary Dan
Glickman said at a news conference.
The 18-month moratorium on road
building in large areas of roadless forest
across the country had been expected
since a draft plan was unveiled a year ago.
The final plan changed little from the
original proposal, although it added some
forests in the Southeast, especially in the
southern Appalachians.
Officials said the moratorium, a prelude to a broader permanent forest road
plan, would prevent construction of about
360 miles of road and block the harvesting of about 200 million board feet of
lumber, officials said.
The moratorium, which has been criticized by the logging industry, was
expected to prompt mixed reaction from
environmentalists.
Groups such as the Wilderness
Society and Sierra Club have criticized
the plan because of its broad exemptions.
The Sierra Club inundated Forest Service

50 off;

officials with 100,000 postcards criticizing the moratorium's limits.
It's a move "in the right direction,"
said William Meadows, president of the
Wilderness Society, who praised Forest
Service chief Michael Dombeck for
reversing the agency from policies that
historically have favored increased road
building in forest areas.
Roads are "the number one threat to
forest health" and a permanent ban on
road building must follow and be broadened to include all 60 million acres of
roadless federal forest, said Meadows.
"Eighteen months is not nearly long
enough to stave off the threat," he added.
The moratorium blocks road building
— mostly logging roads — in about 33
millions acres of federal forests, areas as
small as 5,000 acres. The federal government owns 191 million acres of forest in
44 states. About 34 million acres are officially designated wilderness and must
remain roadless. Another 60 million acres
are roadless without permanent protection.
Environmentalists had wanted the moratorium to apply to roadless areas as small as
1,000 acres and have criticized exemption of
the Northwest's old-growth forests and
Alaska's Tongass National Forest. Together,
these exemptions cover more than 15 million
acres in which new roads may still be built
under existing forest plans.
The Forest Service has defended the
exemptions of large areas of the Northwest
because these forests already are under a
forest management plan to protect the
spotted owl. Likewise, the Tongass in
Alaska has a management plan in place.

Main St. Deli Convenience
2 Main St. Orono
866-2254
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Expires 2/22/99

Show your MaineCard when you
come in and receive 10% off all
sandwiches, salads, and soups.

trial vote on the Senate floor, and failing
passage, would draft a statement of condemnation.
A two-thirds vote is required to convict the president and remove him from
office, and there was no chance of that
happening. Instead, whatever suspense
lingered at the end of the five-week trial
was whether either article of impeachment
would attain a bare majority — a psychological threshold that had no bearing on
Clinton's fate.
Three Republicans, Arlen Specter of
Pennsylvania, John Chafee of Rhode
Island and James Jeffords of Vermont,
announced on Wednesday they would not
vote for conviction on either article.
Sen. Slade Gorton of Washington has
announced he will vote against the perjury
charge, but in favor of the obstruction
charge.
Two moderate Northeastern senators
— Olympia Snowe and Susan Collins of
Maine — have yet to disclose their decisions.
Another moderate, Smith from
Oregon, stepped forward during the day to
say he would vote for conviction.
"I refuse to say that high political
polls and soaring Wall Street indexes give
license to those in high places who act in
low and illegal ways," he said.
Among Democrats, Senate aides said
the only question was whether Robert C.
Byrd of West Virginia, a longtime party
leader, would break ranks and join
Republicans in voting to convict.
Controversy broke out over a report
that Clinton had vowed revenge on House
Republicans at the polls in 2000.
"It is deeply troubling that the president views closure of this constitution-

al process as an opportunity for
revenge," said Majority Leader Trent
Lott, R-Miss.
White House spokesman Joe Lockhart
didn't deny presidential anger, but said, "I
can't think of a worse, more dumb strategy than going after people based on
whether they were a House manager or
not."
"You look at the House managers and
the vast majority are in safe seats or unopposed seats," he said. The 2000 election is
21 months distant, and Clinton has promised a strenuous effort to help Democrats
regain control of Congress.
The trial had only a few hours to run.
Chief Justice William Rehnquist made
the trip from the Supreme Court in his
limousine Friday, as he has for each session since the trial began on Jan. 8, and a
few moments later the Senate's doors
were closed for deliberations.
As the day began, Lott said 37 senators had yet to speak, each given 15
minutes under 19th century Senate
impeachment rules. Senators are prohibited upon pain of expulsion from
disclosing what was said, and few
details emerged.
But several senators issued written
statements during the day.
"The House managers failed to establish that the president's conduct amounts
to 'high crimes and misdemeanors," said
Sen. Jack Reed of Rhode Island.
Sen. Wayne Allard, R-Colo., saw the
case otherwise. "When President Clinton
chose not to 'tell the truth, the whole truth
and nothing but the truth,' he put himself
above the law. He violated his oath and
undermined the rule of law which he had
sworn to uphold."
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EDITORIAL
Rules cause of trouble
ongratulations to Student Government President-elect Wesley Petteway — a
deserving candidate if only because he figured out Student Government's
Fair Election Practices Commission guidelines.
Of five candidates for the most influential student positions on campus, three
(presidential candidate Jonathan Duke and vice presidential candidates Justin
Kelleher and James Ezhaya) broke the rules last week, risking disqualification.
On Monday night, the General Student Senate voted to suspend the guidelines for
Tuesday's vote, after FEPC chair Jerry Graffam downplayed the violations, calling
them "technicalities" at the emergency meeting. Off-Campus Board President Chris
Barstow, who authored the resolution to suspend the FEPC rules, said the violations
"weren't harsh enough to eliminate" the candidates from the election.
Graffam and Barstow had valid points. The violations were indeed minor, and the
consequences prescribed by the FEPC guidelines were unreasonable - particularly
when those guidelines likely caused the confusion in the first place.
The FEPC guidelines are an eight-page document detailing everything from candidate eligibility, to the timing of elections, to the wording of the sign that must to
be displayed by each ballot box of every polling place.
Governmental lingo like "the accused will be afforded the opportunity" or "disposition of all doubtful ballots" abounds. In fact, dense wording and superfluous
detail make it difficult to define specific rules.
The FEPC document even requires candidates to sit down with the committee and
discuss the requirements — a step all candidates completed, according to Graffam.
Candidates said the FEPC violations weren't intentional — a few late and incorrectly completed forms are hardly on the scale of Watergate. But if more than half
of the candidates, including a former FEPC chair like Duke, can't even make sense
of the election procedure, it needs to be simplified.

C

Think before dredging
n Wednedesday the chief of project planning for the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers proposed a project that focuses on the dredging of of the
Penobscot River, outlining the necessary steps to research the financial possibilities of the project.
The Penobscot River, along with the Stillwater, essentially sets the University of
Maine on an island, as its waters flow along the downtown portion of Orono.
Although on the surface the Penobscot appears to be in need of a complete dredging, there are several obstacles that Bangor City Councilors should address before
implementing such an ordeal.
It is believed that at least 10 U.S. naval warships were destroyed in Bangor Harbor
during the Revolutionary War, leaving some state officials skeptical of what artifacts
may lie on the river's bottom. Although much of what actually lies at .the bottom of
the river is based on rumor, the possibility alone creates a situation which, in turn,
could produce some serious complications in undertaking a dredging process.
The Maine Historic Preservation Commission is responsible for any search
involving historic artifacts. However, what happens to the artifacts depends on who
owns them. This could cause complications in what could be a massive salvage effort.
Furthermore, for a dredging process to gain any momentum, those responsible
for the dredging must find an appropriate place to deposit any of the materials that
are removed from the river. This is another serious issue that needs to be ironed out.
As with any major project, finances will prove crucial to the project's feasibility.
Brian Nutter, a member of the Maine Department of Transportation, told the
Bangor Daily News that the state's budget could not fund the project, putting the burden on federal funds. If that's the case, the state would have to either apply for a grant
or go through Congress, with both paths requiring serious thought and planning.
Until these issues have been addressed, Bangor City Councilors should put any
plans to dredge the river on hold indefinitely.
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• Column

Election not for judges
Democracy is a great
thing, and voter's voices
should be heard. But there
are some government
decisions that should not
be subject to public opinion, but the rule of law.
An issue currently facing the Maine Legislature
is whether the state's
judges should be confirmed by public elections.
Rep.
John
Martin,
D—Eagle
Lake,
has proposed
LD 37, a bill
that would make both
Superior and District court
judges subject to approval
by voters after they have
served on the bench for
five years.
Right now, Maine's
system allows the governor and an advisory
committee to appoint a
nominee, who must be
confirmed by the state
senate. Judges serve
seven-year terms and can
then be reappointed by
the governor.
In a telephone interview, Julie Rowe, executive director of the
.Maine
State
Bar
Association said the bill
is simply not needed.
"There appears to be
no compelling reason to
change the current system," she said. "Maine
judges appear to be doing
their jobs."
On Wednesday, Rowe
argued this case on behalf
of the bar association in
front of the Legislature's
Judiciary Committee. Her
testimony also said the
law would be impractical
because the public confirmation of the judge
would take place five
years into his or her
seven-year term. The
judge would then be a
lame duck
for the
remaining two years of
the term.
Martin argues that
there is not enough public input and the current
system makes a judge
accountable only to the
governor.

Judges should
be
accountable to the public,
but they are not your average politicians. If there is
any group of government
officials who should not be
swayed by public opinion
polls, it is the judiciary.
Judges should be focused
on upholding the law, not
campaigning to get themselves elected.

The
public
grandstanding of our congressmen
during
the
impeachment crisis is a
good example of what we
don't want in the judiciary.
And right now there is
enough public input in the
process. What is the senate
confirmation for, anyway?
If the senators have a
problem with a nominee,
they should stand up and
vote not to confirm. The
nomination process is
open to the public and any
concerned citizen can
attend and make his or her
thoughts known.
One other thing — does
the average resident of
Maine pay enough attention to judicial decisions
in their area? The average
resident will probably not
be able to make a wellinformed decision when
judges come up for voter
approval.
"How does a judge
who has little contact
with very many people
get his or her message
out?" Rowe said. "I
think there would have
to be campaigns."
Imagine an election
campaign for judges.
Campaigns aren't cheap,
so there would have to be
contributions. It's bad
enough that other lawmakers take money from corporations and interest
groups — we don't need
judges accepting money
from those same groups.
Campaigns are also
no-holds-barred fights to
the death. If a judge, no

matter how well he or she
has served, makes an
unpopular decision, it
could be his death-knell.
His or her opponent would
use it in the campaign.
Remember the Willie
Horton ad campaign for
George Bush's election? It
may have been the right
decision, but if it is politically
unpopular, the
judge
could
lose his
or
her
job.
Rowe
said
she
believes that campaigning
judges would be on a
"slippery slope."
UMaine's
own
Theodore Curtis from
Student Legal Services
said he used to serve on
the Judicial Committee
when he was in the
Legislature. He said
Maine judges are already
overworked and underpaid.
Campaigning
would be one more burden for them.
"People in the judiciary
need to be above politics,"
he said.
The Bangor Daily
News reported that Martin
schooled the committee on
national
methods
of
choosing judges. He said
only seven or eight states
use a system similar to
Maine's, many use a plan
similar,to his proposal.
The U.S. Supreme
Court justices are nominated by the president and
confirmed by the Senate. If
it works on the federal
level, it should work for
the state.
When a judge is making a decision, the only
thing that should be in his
or her consideration is the
law. We should keep politics out of the judiciary.
Martin's bill is not needed,
it's impractical and it will
inject politics into Maine's
judicial system.
Brad Morin is a senior
journalism major and is
the managing editor for
The Maine Campus.

Your opinion matters
Write a letter to the editor.
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper
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t was the first Tuesday of the
semester, not too cold for
January in Maine, but painful
enough at eight in the morning. I
walked into my first women's
studies class, women's studies
101, to see absolutely no males
in the room. Not a big surprise, I
thought. I did not expect many
anyway. However, I guess I
should have expected none at all

The thing about creating
change and improving on society is that we need to understand
where we are coming from. We
need to know what hurdles have
been overcome in the past and
where obstacles in the future
have developed from. People
can tell when something is
wrong with how society func-

because none ever came.
I will admit that when I first
heard about the women's studies
curriculum, I did not really
understand what would be covered. I thought that we would
talk about issues like abortion,
feminism and domestic violence
and we do. But more importantly, we read and discuss what
other history classes seemed to
have forgotten: Women. We
have all heard about the issues
but we do not necessarily know
or understand the background
behind them. The women's studies curriculum gives students the
chance to learn about how we
are all taught to play certain
roles in society. If we want these
roles to change, men should be
attending these classes as well.
Because, believe it or not, society has shaped the male role and
how men and women interact.
Maybe for some discussions,
I would be more comfortable
without men in class but I think
what is being discussed is as
important to men as it is to
women. We should all understand where our mothers, daughters, sisters and friends are coming from. We have only been
taught half of history and it is
time we heard the other half.
The half that now makes up
more than 51 percent of the population and yet receives only 75
cents io every man's dollar.
The problem is that a lot of
people do not view women's
studies as a valid curriculum,
just as they probably brand the
feminist movement extreme.
Just a bunch of women getting
riled up about something — feminazis is one of the terms I have
heard used. There are various
degrees and types of feminism
but all get grouped into one negative stereotype that allows
those who do not want to listen
to shut out anyone with something to say. It is those people
who challenge social norms,
who create change, and it is
those people who are also often
labeled as extremists.

tions, but we cannot change it
unless we understand what is at
the root of the problem.
As negative as this is going to
sound, women can fight against
discrimination and domestic violence until hell freezes over and
it is not going to end until men
start joining the fight as well.
This does not mean just agreeing
that domestic violence is wrong
and believing in a woman's right
to choose; this means valuing
women's roles in society, past
and present. It means seeing the
feminist movement as a way to
improve, a movement for both
women and men. And it means
valuing those differences that
make women different from
men. Unfortunately, if a man
beats his wife, it is obvious that
he lacks respect for women. He
is not going to listen to women
telling him to stop, but he may
listen to another man. It is not
just our responsibility to end discrimination against women — it
belongs to men as well.
The women's studies is not
just for women and neither is the
feminist movement. Both are an
opportunity to fix something that
is wrong in society through education and action.
There are women being beaten who are afraid to have a voice.
And there are those of us who are
not being hit but do not speak up
about what we know is happening around us. We know that discrimination and violence against
women is alive but because we
may not feel it directly, we
choose to remain uninvolved.
Discrimination can be subtle;
it can be almost invisible because
we have grown so accustomed to
it, but that does not mean we
have to live with it. It seems so
simple. Discrimination is wrong.
That is an absolute, there is no
question there. So why are so
many people doing nothing
about it? Selfishness, fear, apathy, hatred, ignorance?

"NOT GUILTY BY REASON OF IT•BEING JUST TOO BIG OF A HASSLE."

• Column

Rituals remain the same
t appears to me that as of
late that the most difficult
task in journalism is to write
something original about politics, some paradigm shifting and
sweeping analysis of the recent
escapades of Billy, Bubbles, and
Monica and
company
There
has
been so much
emphasis on
the political
scandal, that
when one turns on
Bangor channel 7, the 30minute program is split up into
15 minutes of Clinton, 14 minutes of Maine "wethah" and the
all-important "Around the
World in a Minute." World news
is belittled beneath the immense
weight of Chafles Ruff and the
House Managers.
So, Clinton aside and for the
lack of a better column topic, I
will choose to go on one of those
useless loose tirades, the kind
you have when you trot about
campus contemplating the sun,
wishing you had a tape recorder
in your head.
I grew up in a small, bluecollar, middle-class shipbuilding
town, where a man is a "man's
man," the kind who chew glass
at the "yard," swilled mad cases
at the dirty Mexican watering
hole and wake up to a breakfast
consisting of no more than
whiskey and bacon. These individuals were our family, the role
model of a dad or an uncle, who
would stagger in the rah-rah
football game under the Friday
night lights, not hesitating to
raise a fist at every bad call by
the refs.
That aside, the town was
filled with, well, "townies."
Nary a Friday night would be
spent in the woods of
Phippsburg at the "pits" swillin'

/

Bud pounders with the best of
the graduates from 1984. Friday
night was a night when the good
ol' boys would drive their big
trucks to the center of the
woods; where they would park
the muscle cars in

a large circle,
pointing the KC high beams
toward the center; where the
bonfire would be blazing, the
country music would be playin';
and where the boys would wave
their boots in the fire hip-hollering their Nurgan yelp, "F***in'
right, boiyz," throwin' their
chuggers in the fire while starting fights with the non-locals.
And as you might have
guessed, the men are peculiarly
old while the girls are predictably young, a flashback to
the
movie "Dazed
and
Confused," where their own
townie had a proclamation
about high school: "I keep getting older and they stay the
same aaaage."
Yep, Bath, Maine, was something out of a '70s movie. But I
suppose the most trans-historical
value was the overall scrubbiness of the place, most notably
the Galley Family Restaurant,
the local scrubby diner.
This is the place where the
seats are covered with duct tape,
the coffee is black, oily and as
horrible as the toothless smile
coming from the overweight 50plus waitress with auburn-dyed
frizzy hair, a short skirt and
baggy eyes, who would greet the
tired yard workers with a mouth
full of chewing gum and a

"Whatcha want?" The pancakes
are horrible, the homefries are
greasy, the cream is warm and
the eggs say "hello" to you when
you light your cigarette. The
light bulbs are always burned
out, you can smoke in
the
non-smoking
section
and,
whether it's five in
the morning or 11 at
night, the same five
old men, all wearing net-back baseball caps and tired
beards, are sitting
there, ciggybutts in one hand,
oily coffee in the other, heads
turned towards the door, nodding
about the weather.
Before I came here to college, I thought that my town
was the only town in Maine that
existed on such a backward, traditional, redneck and Bud kind
of way, with the boiyz in their
trucks and our high-school
smiles at the local scrubby
diner, sippin' our schmegmacoffee, but enjoying every
minute of it. We would even
make fun of the scrubbiness of
the place but would never hesitate to go there on a hung-over
Saturday morning.
The more I look around and
the more people I talk to, their
experiences mimicked my own.
Even here in Orono, following
our owii sort of pit parties about
the campus, something draws
us the next morning to the
breakfast ritual, a revisit to a
youthful myth, where most of
the time if you are from Maine,
you will opt for the closest
diner with duct tape, bad coffee,
greasy eggs and a similar smile
from the lovely lady from
behind the counter.
Jason Canniff is the photo
editorfor The Maine Campus.

Rebecca Zaner is a senior
journalism major
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Your Daily Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
Friday, Febuary 12, 1999
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LEX

by Phil Flickinger (lexcartoon@yahoo.com)

You SET( SOMETIMES I JUST
DRAW A STRiP
WITH THE CHARAcTERS TALKIN1G
ABouT NOTHING.

I'M WORKIN‘
ON SOME
CARTOONS FOP.. THE
SCHOOL l'APER.

LE%

WHAT IF You
MADE IT SO
THAT'S ALL THEY
rVER Po: TALK
Atom- NOTHIliGt

NAH... THAT'P
NEVER SE A
SUCCESSFUL TAEME;
I'LL STicK WITH
A PREEMINENT
ALCOHOL ThEPIE

by Phil Flickinger (lexcartoon@yahoo.com)
WELL. YOU NEED
to BE A SEVER
LISTENER; You
CAN'T ALWAYS
porAINATE CoNVER.-

I MEAN, Do
PEOPLE THINK
DM JuST A
PRETENTIOUS,
STEREOTYPICAL
PITZY PLONPE?

NO, THE( SIMPLY
REALIZE THAT
SOME THINGS JUST
GO OVER YOUR HEAP

WHAT'P YOU
SAY? SOME-MHO FLEW
OVER MY REAP?
PIP MY GET
IN MY HAIR!

IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY:
There may have been times recently when
every time you took a step forward you
ended up taking two steps back, but if anything the reverse will be true over the next
12 months. The occasional setback is
inevitable but you will more than make up
for it with your successes.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19):
Astrology is about time and timing and in
the greater scheme of things the right thing
always happens at just the right time,
although it may not seem that way to our
limited human point of view. You can hurry
things along if you want today but you won't
reach your destination any faster.
TAURUS(April 20 - May 20): What others
think of your behavior is irrelevant: What matters is that you are finally doing the things you
feel comfortable with. Partners and colleagues
will try to talk you round, but once a Taurean's
mind is made up there is no changing it.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): You sense
that great things are about to happen. You
sense that within a matter of days your world
will be turned upside-down. Does this worry
you? Not in the slightest. Why not? Because
you also sense that even disruptive changes
will be beneficial to you.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Partners
and loved ones will offer you advice you had
not asked for today and your first reaction
will be to reject it out of hand. However, a
few minutes' sober reflection will convince
you it would be in your own best interests to
do as they say.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): You have both
might and right on your side today and you
should not be afraid to use them, separately
or together. However, after today you would
be wise not to push quite so hard as the
recent Lunar Eclipse could pit you against
someone who is out of your league.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Try not to
take life quite so seriously. There are times —
and this is one of them — when you feel powerless to change things but you know they
never last, so sit tight and wait for the wheel
of fate to turn. Things may have to get worse
before they get better but get better they will.
LIBRA(Sept.23 - Oct. 22): You need help
and you need it quickly. More importantly, you
need to know that the advice you receive is reliable. For that reason you should stay away from
fashionable theories and stick with the tried and
trusted. When it comes down to it, every question has a simple answer.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Fame
and fortune are yours if you want them but
do you really want them? The approaching
Lunar Eclipse will bring new opportunities
on the work front, but it will also cause you
to question your long-term ambitions.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Expecting a Sagittarian to be tactful is like
expecting a river to flow backwards: it just isn't
going to happen. However, because this is a crucial time for friendships and travel arrangements you must at least try to say the right
things, even if you don't really mean them.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): The
next few days will be interesting, to say the
least, but they will be more interesting still if
you don't look at everything in terms of
profit and loss. Those who measure their
importance in terms of wealth are reacting
against feelings of inferiority.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18):
Breaking rules may be second nature to
those born under the sign of the Water
Bearer, but if you break them for the sake of
it, you must expect some kind of backlash.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20):
Although you may not realize it, your opinions are highly valued by friend and foe
alike, and your views on controversial subjects will be much in demand over the next
few days. Just make sure you don't say anything too outrageous or you may not be taken
so seriously again.
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Your Daily Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
Saturday, February 13, 1999
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: You
are not the type to accept second best. Nor
will you have to. The next 12 months will see
many changes and with each change comes
an opportunity to move up in the world. A
year from now you will be king of whatever
mountain you choose to climb.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): You won't
be in the mood for serious work today and, if
you are not in the mood, there is no point forcing yourself. Others may be running around the
home and office like chickens minus their heads
but you are under no obligation to do likewise.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): If you
think you have something to offer for goodness' sake speak up. Believe it or not, others
value your opinions. Perhaps it is because —
unlike some people — you don't shout them
at the top of your voice every chance you get.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Because
your mind moves more quickly than most,
you can spot a money-making opportunity a
mile off today. But spotting it and taking
advantage of it are two entirely different
things. Remember there is no copyright on
ideas: if you don't make it work for you,
someone else will.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Do what
makes you happy today, even if others say
you are deluding yourself or storing up trouble for the future. Maybe you are, but who
knows what the future will bring? Eat, drink
and be merry and let the doomsayers rant
and rave. Like you, they are only doing what
makes them happy.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Another piece
of the jigsaw will fall into place today. A snippet of information will help you make sense
of something that made no sense before. Can
you guess what the final picture will be?
Don't worry if you can't — you will know by
the weekend and you will like what you see.
VIRGO(Aug.23- Sept. 22): Don't let negative thoughts disrupt your peace of mind. Your
instincts tell you that something major is about to
happen, something which turns your world on its
head. As usual, your instincts are probably right,
but why should these changes be negative?
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Life should
be easier for you over the next few days,
especially on the work front where you
appear to have made a good impression on
colleagues and employers. But just because
life is easier does not mean you can take it
easy. A major opportunity is about to surface.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Don't just
sit back and wait for things to happen. You have
the power to move mountains, but for some reason you appear reluctant to use it. Why is that?
If it is because you fear being branded as arrogant and domineering, don't worry.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): Try
to be a bit more adventurous today. That may
sound a strange thing to say to a Sagittarian
— you are sometimes too adventurous for
your own good — but your solar chart indicates that you are pulling your punches and
not making the impression you should.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19):
Something is about to happen that puts a
whole new slant on business and financial
matters. You don't have to do anything yourself — just sit back and wait for the signs.
And if the first sign comes as an unwelcome
shock, don't worry: you have to clear away
the dead wood before you can build.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Don't
push others too hard today, even though you
know that if you apply a bit of pressure they
will give you what you want. A few days from
now there is a Lunar Eclipse in your birth sign
and the pressure will be on you.
PISCES(Feb. 19 - March 20): Between
now and Monday, your plans will change
dramatically this weekend, so maybe it
would be best if you did not make too many
promises. You won't be popular if you fail to
deliver. Some people may see it as an opportunity to tarnish your reputation — despite
what you may have done for them.

TOP TEN SYMPTOMS OF SENIORITIS
10.

You're a pro at minesweeper.

9.

Professors refer to you as, "The one who shows up to the tests... usually."

8.
7.

Today's lucky number is 85.

6.

You challenge yourself academically with classes like human sexuality and

Your bar tab is larger than your grocery bill.

underwater fire prevention.

5.

When you get up before noon, your friends ask you if you're sick.

4.

Number of times this semester you've called home - 3. Number of
times this semester you've run out of money - 3.

3.

Your textbooks are still in the plastic wrappers.

2.

Potential employers ask for a number to reach you at and you give
them the phone number for 'Rita's.

1

Your motto: "D is for Diploma!"

— By Ward Libby

New York Times Daily Crossword
Edited By Will Shortz
No.0627
ACROSS

26 Welsh rabbit
ingredient
i One of Frank's
28 One way to be
27-Down
knocked
Movie-rating
29 Worker's
org.
incentive
Lots of lager
30 Overrule
pitch
Big
13
31 Bedfellow
15 Duck
32 Winged
11 Source of
cabinetry wood 33 Collapse
34 Husband of
se House by a
Fatima
church
35 Brandy base
19 Harbor
36--a fiddle
openings
37 Kind of flour
20 Gather one's
strength
38 They may be
exchanged in
21 Loads
chambers
22 With 32-Down,
a drugstore
39 Superhero of
pulp fiction
purchase
40 Not AWOL
23 Hardware
purchase
42 Actress
25 Bargain
Helgenberger

43 Boos
44 Buckthorn

varieties
48 Room with a
view
49 Metalworker?
50 Feline, in
Frankfurt
51 Recklessly bold
52"A Flea
Ear"(Georges
Feydeau play)
53 Interference
54 W.W. II arena
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Puzzle by Alan Jay Weiss
22 About five

million
Europeans
23"Suddenly"

singer, 1985
24 Reagan

Administration
figure
25 Romantic
recitals
27 Onetime item
28 River from the
Vosges
Mountains
29 Like a foil
32 See 22-Across
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34

French protest
phrase
2 Hardly
honorable
3"Sweet Liberty
star
4 "Virtute et
Armis" and
others
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 5 Figure above a
9 or 0,for short
IS CAVEMAN AMP 6 Vultures were
DCTSONESAGE TAL sacred to him
IMALENTSCOUT THU 7 The Aesop of
DHEL STARES HAM Indiana
ONOFF
PUS MERT 8 Binds
GROPE
SITAR 9"Belay there!"
['SOU I REMAGAZ I NE 10 Arcadia racing
BOU I SEIDELARAMEE venue
DCADEMICDEGROES 11 "Toast of the
Town" host
EICKES
HOLED
12 Percolate
DEED CPA
SOME D 14
According to
ORR SHUNTS FIJI
Hoyle
DPG AER I ALM I NES 15 Impudent
DRU I RI SMURDOCH 20 Director's
CION DIMMERS STY
prerogative
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330. L. Coburn

Pulitzer play,
with "The"
35 Avant-gardist
36 Unnatural
39 Kind of nut
41 It may be grand
42 Computer aid

43 Reginald"
author
44 MacGregor,to
Rob Roy
45 Bank of Paris
46
were
47 City on the Vire
49 Print

To bring a correction to our attention please
call 581-1271 between the hours of 9 a.m. and 12
p.m., e-mail To_the_eclitoraumit.maine.edu or
stop by the offices located on the fourth floor of
Chadbourne Hall, across from ASAP Media Service.
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STYLE ARTS!
• From

the tap

Belly up with an Irish Stout

Mike Zubik photo.
By Rob Nies
Special to the Campus
Before I enter the world of stouts, I
must make a correction to my last article.
I stated that Fuggles hops are grown in
the town of Burton-upon-Trent. They are
actually grown in the County of Kent, a
considerable distance away.
Stout is a dark ale traditionally
brewed with a top-fermenting yeast.
Before the use of the word stout, the
English referred to these dark ales as
porters. When brewers began to produce
porters with higher strengths and fuller
bodies, a new "stouter" style of ale
emerged. These dark ales gain their color

from roasted malted barley. The two most
common dark malts are black patent and
chocolate malt. Black patent is chiefly
used for coloring the beer. It is roasted at
such a high temperature that it drives off
the malt flavor. The black patent malt
adds a dry burnt flavor to the beer.
Chocolate malt is not roasted quite as
long as black patent and this results in a
lighter colored malt with more intense
flavors. Chocolate malt adds toasted nutty
flavor to a stout.
When the new technology in malting
became more sophisticated, the English
began producing pale ales. This was
because lighter, cleaner malts were produced, which lead to the creation of clear
pale ales. The production of porters and
stouts dwindled, but because of the high
amount of carbonates in the water of
London and Dublin, these cities could not
yet produce clear pale ales and continued
to produce stouts. Today, stouts are produced around the world, but Ireland is
famous for producing the world's best
stouts. Around half of all the beer consumed in Ireland is dry stout.
With the new craft-brewing industry
in America, almost every microbrewery
and brewpub produces stout. There are
three types of stout produced in the
world, the English style, which is sweet,
the Irish, which is dry, and the "Imperial

Russian," which is strong.
The four stouts I have tasted all fall
under the Irish stout style. Guinness is by
far the most popular in the world. It is
available in 120 countries and is produced
in Ireland, Africa, Britain, Malaysia, and
under nearly 30 other licensing agreements.
Murphy's is produced in Cork, Ireland
and is quickly becoming recognized as an
outstanding stout.
Beamish is also produced in Cork,
Ireland and is the only Irish stout that is
100% brewed in Ireland.
The last beer, Midnight Stout, is the
number one selling draft stout in Orono,
Maine. All of the beers are available in
the U.S., but unfortunately one can not
purchase Beamish in the state of Maine.
The Beers
Beer: Guinness Extra Stout
Brewery: St. James Gate Brewery,
Dublin, Ireland
Hops: Goldings
OG: 1.039
Alcohol by Volume(abv): 4.2%
The Beer: After the nitrogen bubbles
have.stopped surging to the top, the beige
foam looks like one could scoop it out

with a spoon. This blackish, molasses
colored beer will turn the light beer
drinker away. The nose is malty with
what seems to be a hint of hops, After
smelling pale ales last week; the hoppy
aroma seems almost non-existent. Of the
four stouts I tasted, Guinness is the most
bitter. The beer has a malty cocoa/coffee
flavor that explodes on the taste buds.
This beer is nicely balanced, but I think it
needs a little more flavor.
Price: Orono draft price is too expensive; Bangor is more reasonable.
Availability: You shouldn't have
trouble finding it.
Beer: Murphy's Irish Stout
Brewery: Lady's Well Brewery, Cork,
Ireland
Hops: Target
OG: 1.037.8
Alcohol by Volume(abv): 4.2%
The Beer: The sand colored foam
looks thick and creamy, resting on top
of the black-colored ale. The aroma
smells of chocolate milk and black coffee. This stout is less assertive than
See BEER on page 11

• Coffeehouse

Wheeler's music

fun, spry and cynical
By Ted Chernesky
Maine Campus staff

Sara Wheeler performed at the coffeehouse Tuesday. (Jake Peppard photo.)

So here I am, at my first coffeehouse
concert. Since I had to skip out on
rehearsal a bit early to be here, my
apologies to Boss Crowley, Lala, and
the Chiquita Banana Woman. Please
don't hurt me.(To understand what I'm
talking about, come to the Acting Studio
in '44 Hall on March 28.)
However, let's get back to the
Peabody Lounge, third floor, Memorial
Union, and, of course, back to Tuesday
night's performer, Sara Wheeler.
According to the posters I've been seeing around campus, Wheeler plays a
type of folk/rock, well, I guess I'm
going to find that out for myself very
soon.
Since I was a little bit early, I got to
watch Wheeler set up her equipment, as
well as listen and watch as the audience
filtered into the room. I like to do that,
watching and just listening to people
allows me to get a good grasp on who
they really are, as well as who they want
me to think they are.
While the room was not full, it was
still a nice-sized audience, well-suited
to the informal atmosphere that permeates the lounge. All in all, there was a
very homey, comfortable feeling, con-

ducive to a good performance.
The first song Wheeler played was
titled "Mediterranean Sunset," which
she describes as being about good
weather and, well, a Mediterranean
sunset.
Listening to the song, it is easy to
see that "good weather" has a greater
meaning than just a reference to sunshine and blue skies. "Good weather,"
as Wheeler's intensely personal song
portrays it, refers to happy times in her
life. Specifically, a Mediterranean sunset of which she has pleasantly romantic memories. So far the posters haven't
lied. She is definitely a folk/rock style
performer, and the energetic performance they promised is there also.
The second song of the evening is
titled "Just a Little Bit." In fact, I liked
it more than a little bit. It piqued my
interest quite a bit, suffice it to say that
this song struck me as particularly interesting.
I wanted to know the story behind
the song, to "Understand the Meaning of
her Words Between the Lines," so I
asked her. The first words out of her
mouth on the subject were, "I'm gonna
get in trouble." She really didn't want to
elaborate more than the simple fact that
See COFFEEHOUSE on page 11
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Beer
Guinness and drier than Beamish. The
body is light and very smooth and it has
a toasted and roasty flavor. This is by far
my favorite imported stout that is available in Maine.
Price: Reasonable prices in Bangor
and Orono.
Availability: Murphy's is available in
stores and pubs in Orono and Bangor.

vor and is Ireland's best produced stout.

Hops: Challenger, Goldings, and
German Hersbruck
1.039
Alcohol by Volume(abv): 4.2%

OG:

The Beer: Because I did not have any
on hand to taste, I had to remember back
to when I stumbled across Beamish on
draft in Chicago. The foam was a golden
brown and the color was darker than
Murphy's and Guinness. This creamy
stout slid down my throat and was packed
with a strong chocolatey flavor. I think
that Beamish has a much more robust fla-

This man loves his hats

Price: N/A

By Terrance Brown

Availability: Not available in Maine
yet, but I am bugging a distributor to
carry it.
Beer: Midnight Stout
Brewery: Bear Brew Pub, Orono,
Maine
Hops: Goldings
OG: 1.054
Alcohol by Volume(abv): 4.5%

Beer: Beamish Stout
Brewery: Beamish & Crawford, Cork,
Ireland

The Beer: This stout is not dispensed
with nitrogen, so the brown foam is not
as creamy as the imported Irish stouts.
The use of carbon dioxide gives this
stout a little more of a bite, but it is still
very smooth. This stout is so dark, it
does not let any light pass through it. The
aroma and flavor compliment each other
by being roasty, burnt, and chocolatey.
Price: Cheapest pint in Orono.
Availability: Only at the Bear
Brew Pub.

Coffeehouse

from page 10

the song described a relationship she
was in a while back. Respecting her
desire to not get in trouble, I left it at
that, although by this point I really
wanted to know some more.
All of Wheeler's music embodies
her infectious, spry enjoyment of life,
tempered with just a dash of cynicism
that makes for fascinating and entertaining songs.
She takes the scenes, instances and
emotions of her life, and sets them into
her music for everyone to see, and in
seeing, the audience comes to an appreciation of their own lives.
For a while, sitting there in a faded
old armchair, I managed to forget about

the psych test I have next Tuesday, over
the textbook I haven't even opened and
the classes I haven't attended.
I managed to forget about the two
papers and the French essay I have to do.
I managed to forget about the tax forms I
have to fill out, the bills I have to pay, and
all of those other niggling details of life
that seem so important. I want to thank
Wheeler for that little gift, and if the rest
of the coffeehouse shows are as good as
this one, count me in for them all.

SKEETER /8
Redemption Center

Avenue, Old Town
614 Stillwater
between McDonald &

Maine Campus staff
When I was in the eighth grade I
bought a hat from a little sports shop that
was on Main Street in Millinocket. It was
a nice little shop and the hat I bought, a
black Orlando Magic hat, was a very well
constructed and durable hat.
At the time that I bought the hat, I had
no idea of how sentimental it would turn
out being, but it was my first real hat and
I loved it very much from day one.
That summer I lost my virginity, and
though I wasn't actually wearing the hat
at the time, I had been wearing it that
night and it was on the floor in the basic
area of where I was having sex for the
first time.
I wore it on the first day of high school
I was wearing it the first night
well.
as
beer; I was wearing it the first
drank
I
that
pot. I wore it on gradsmoked
I
that
night
to almost all of my
it
wore
I
day,
uation
football games, most of my basketball
games and a whole slew of other big
events in my life. I even wore it on the
day that I moved into 135 Somerset Hall,
135 Somerset being my first experience
living away from my parents and family.
I wore that hat on my first date (well,
first dates as far as being 15 and in
Millinocket) with a girl named Tracy, the
same girl that I would go on seeing for, in
a round-about way, close to five years.
I wore it when I started to go out with
a girl named Toni, who would be my
biggest heartbreak thus far in my life. I
wore it to my brother Jamey's wedding; I
wore it to my brother Stevie's wedding

1070

M-F 8:30-5:30 S & Su 8:30-4:30

827-1976

See HATS on page 12

Presents
$1.00 ALL DAY
TUESDAY!

$2.50

827-7411 Art & Foreign Films $4

Showtimes starting Friday
We have DTS-Digital and Dolby Digital Most
Advanced Sound Systems in the Area
12:20,2:45,5:05,7:25,9:4'
Stepmom(PG-13)
Mighty Joq Young(PG)12:20,3:00,5:10,7:25,9:3"
Drs Digital Sound
12:30,2:10,3:45,5:25
Rugrats (G)_
Walerboy (PG-13) 12:25,3:00,5:00,7:00,9:01
Dolby Digital
Enemy of the State(R)12:20,2:45,5:10,7:25,9:45
You've Got Mail (PG) 3:05,7:20,9:40
Prince of Egypt (PG) 12:35,5:25
She's All That(PG-1 3)12:40,3:10,5:10,7:30,9:2
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(well, at the reception, at least. Churches
don't allow hats on men, especially nasty
looking black Orlando Magic caps).
I pretty much wore the thing everywhere I went, I mean, shit, I don't know,
guys are weird like that with hats. I
mean, you've seen some of the hats guys
wear, and they tend to be ugly and beat up
and sweaty, not to mention, just down
right inappropriate. But it's cool.
Hats are special to us, it's the equalivalent of a girl doing her hair, I mean, it's
not quite as time consuming, a lot of girls
spend, I don't know, between ten minutes
and three-quarters of an hour doing their
hair, and us guys? It takes about four seconds to put on a hat, and that includes that
adjusting and curving one must do in
order to make that hat look good.
But hats aren't just to cover up our
hair and our hair's inadequecy, hats show
off what we like and who we are, it shows
parts of our personality, it shows our dedication, I don't know, they just show all
kinds of shit.
My best friend Mikie gave me a
United States Postal hat a week or two
back and that really made my day.
I still have the Orlando Magic cap
that's been the center of this article, but
really, the thing is getting so worn that I
afraid it's going to just fall off my head
one of these days, and I really don't know
what I'd do if the hat were to become
"unwearable."
I mean, I can still wear the thing, but
I don't, but if I need to wear it, I can,
and that's pretty cool. But this new

Spotlight

Doug's)

Open 7 Days a Week
Fast, Friendly Service
$25 Weekly Door Prize
S&H Green Stamps
Clean, Modern Facility
Bottle Drives Welcome
Free Commercial Pickup Available
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EXIT 51 - UNIVERSITY MALL - ORONO

Ani
DiFranco
Hutchins Concert Hall,
Maine Center
for the Arts.
Friday, April 16, 1999
8:00 pm
All Seats Reserved
Tickets on sale at MCA Box
Office to

UMaine students only.
(with MaineCard)

Tuesday & Wednesday,
February 16 & 17, 1999.
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Tickets on sale to General
Public & Students
Box Office Hours:
Beginning Thursday,
9:00am - 4:00pm.
Cash Only!
February 18, 1999. Tickets
accepted.
No telephone orders
$21.00 Each. Phone
Tickets $19.00 each.
Orders Accepted with
Limit 4 per person / One
Mastercard or Visa
MaineCard per student.

Valentine's bay ifThu icy, Februar 14th ,1 Box Office Hours: 9:00 am - 4:00 pm Monday through Friday.
,
Place your order early!
Telephone: 207-581-1755 OR 800-MCA-TIXX (800-622-8499)
TDD/TTY: 207-581-1888
, Sponsored by Student Women's Association, SEC,
'P46 Main Street - Orono, ME 866-208
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Comprehensive Fee
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• Celebrity spotlight

• Tv

Daniels not into schmooze

'Providence' makes mayor happy

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Jeff Daniels
knows about aliens.
He stars opposite a Martian in his latest
movie, and you might say he's from another world himself.
The 43-year-old actor is a Hollywood
outsider, shunning the glitz and glamour
for a quiet life in his Michigan hometown,
despite a prosperous career of 33 movies
that includes "Pleasantville" and "Dumb
& Dumber."
"There is so much pressure here. ... that
after a while, it becomes so important for
people to be noticed, to be talked about,
photographed and interviewed. They bask
in it," the soft-spoken actor said in a recent
interview. "But I wasn't capable of doing
the schmooze."
Daniels says only work can draw him
back to Hollywood — like on this day,
when he is dutifully promoting his latest
film, an update of the 1960s sitcom "My
Favorite Martian." Daniels plays the beleaguered, earthling straight man to
Christopher Lloyd's manic, bug-eyed space
traveler.
But something is wrong with the 6-foot3-inch actor. His body has been invaded by
those very tiny — and very terrestrial —
organisms that bring us the common cold.
His eyes sink in fleshy bags. His long
body sprawls over a delicate wooden chair
that's too tiny for him. He sips a lot of
orange juice and moves like a robot.
Daniels is exhausted and just wants to
go home.
But he says the "fantasy world" of
Hollywood always makes him want to go
home. In 1989, that impulse drove him

there for good.
A few months before the release of the
spidery saga "Arachnophobia," Daniels
abandoned the entertainment meccas of
New York and Los Angeles and settled his
family in Chelsea, Mich., about 50 miles
west of Detroit.
"I began to realize (producers) were
calling enough, the phone was ringing
enough that I could live anywhere," he
said. "I've never really left Michigan, even
living nine years in New York. I was always
still there. ... It has helped me stay real."
But Daniels admitted he missed the creative energy of Hollywood studios, where
he still marvels at the chance to perform on
the same sound stages once graced by his
screen favorites Spencer Tracy,Clark Gable
and the Marx Brothers.
So to fill a little of Chelsea's creative
void, Daniels founded the Purple Rose
Theater Company in 1990. Though he hasn't yet appeared on its stage, Daniels has
written several plays and occasionally
directs shows.
The name was inspired by Woody
Allen's film "The Purple Rose of Cairo," in
which Daniels — in one of his first leading
roles — played an enchanted movie idol
who literally steps off the silver screen into
Depression-era New York.
Daniels said he founded the theater to
bring a little showbiz to his hometown
while giving the Midwestern actors and
writers a venue for their work.
"Theater has always been there for
me," he said. "So I got a group of actors
from that corner of the country. ... and really tried to work on getting local writers
writing, instead of just performing scripts
that were popular in New York last year."

PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) — Mayor
Vincent "Buddy" Cianci was giddy after
watching the debut episode of NBC's
much-hyped series "Providence" on a
large screen in a glitzy ballroom downtown.
He charmed the crowd of about 1,000
with a few jokes, then rolled a clip from
episode No.9 in which he makes a cameo
as a mayor who wins a cooking contest.
"Buddy! Buddy! Buddy!" the crowd
chanted.
Never mind that the audio was muddy.
Never mind that some critics have panned
the melodrama as schmaltzy. Never mind
that the characters have phony accents.
To Cianci and locals, the show is
Providence's shot at national TV exposure, a chance to lure tourists and untold
riches to Rhode Island's capital. A TV
show named after his city was something
even Cianci, tireless promoter of revitalized Providence, never dreamed of.
"I never thought it would get this
big," said Cianci, who,in his exuberance,
seated a reporter on his knee. "The skyline is beautiful, the rivers are beautiful.
The way they have made Providence look
is fabulous."
The question now for Cianci and his
boosters is whether the show will be
Providence's 15 minutes of fame or an
enduring hit. Will it establish the gritty
city as, to borrow a favorite term from the
mayor, a "Renaissance city"? •
So far, things cook good for
"Providence," which airs Friday at 8 p.m.
EST. The first four episodes won high ratings, establishing the series as the season's most successful new drama.
The show also is a chance to remake
the image of the city once known for its

corruption — Providence for years was
headquarters to the New England Mob —
and showcase it as a delightful place to
live.
If other cities that have been featured
prominently in TV series are any indication, Providence could benefit.
The NBC show "Miami Vice" is said
to have pumped $100 million annually
into Florida's Dade County during the
show's five-year run ending in 1989,
according to figures from Cianci's office.
CBS' "Northern Exposure" brought
thousands of tourists every weekend to
Roslyn, Wash., which was depicted as a
small Alaskan town.
In Baltimore, where the current NBC
drama "Homicide: Life on the Street" is
filmed, the show has boosted tourism and
raised the number of inquiries from
Hollywood about filming there, city officials say. A Baltimore hotel runs
"Homicide" tours for visitors, and the
show's producers spend about $500,000
per episode in the city, said Michael
Styer, director of the Maryland Film
Office.
In some ways, Providence is even
luckier than Baltimore. Whereas
"Homicide" depicts murders and crimes
in Baltimore, "Providence" oozes sentimentality. The name of the series, a play
on the divine intervention that brings the
character back home, also doesn't hurt.
"I wish I had a show named
'Maryland' or 'Baltimore,— Styer joked.
Although creator John Masius had
never been to Providence before filming
began, he liked the photographs sent to
him by city and state film offices and
thought the name ideally matched the
theme of the series he had in mind.

Hats

Please take note

Effective February 15, 1999,
The Maine Campus classified rates
will increase to $2.00 per line, per day.
The new classified special rate is
3 lines, 3 days, 6 bucks.
You can pick up a classifed form at
The Maine Campus office on the
fourth floor of Chadbourne Hall.
We are open Monday through Friday
from 9:00 am to 4:00 pm.
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hat's a keeper, or at least, I think it is.
It's. blueish-gray, and pretty much goes
with all of my clothes, at least to a point
anyway. It's a pretty hard hat to get, I
mean, you can't just go to the store and
pick up a mail-man hat, and that's what
makes it such a cool hat. It's not like I
try "that hard" to be an individual, I
mean, for me that seems to just come
without trying, but this hat really seems
to be very different and I like that, not to
mention that in all actuality, it really is a
pretty keen hat.
But like I said, hats are a big part of
American male culture and we love 'em.

I'm not saying that girls don't wear hats,
shouldn't wear hats or anything like
that, I mean, girls look great in hats, but
girls just don't wear hats nearly as often
or as religiously as guys do. I don't
know, hats are just fun, I guess. And,
for the most part, are quite flattering for
a man to wear.
Hell,for me they've covered up messy
hair for years, and will, as the years tick
away, cover up that bald spot that seems
to be getting bigger and bigger every time
I take a good hard look into the mirror
that I dislodged from my wall in Hart Hall
this year.

Bangor ME 04401
Maine Square
4.(0 (207)945-0743
Hogan Road h air
upstairs
LONGER•WIDER•COOLER BEDS """—r'44
Body Waxing
Eyelash Tint

NORMAL

$15,00

onvenient Hours To
942-4-TAN
Fit Your Busy
Schedule
At the Hair Upstairs

OR
942-4826

.
I

The Hair After
q_1Y3 AND clIZLo

67.00
12-6 M-F with Teri
Bring Coupon
By Appointment Only

All classifieds must be prepaid
I.

866-4647

3
Oronc
Hours
Mon.-Thurs 9-6
Fri. 9-

Sat 9-2

Walk-ins welcome a
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minutes to go.
But following a TV time-out, Maine
tightened their defense and hit the 3-ball,
as Kizzy Lopez swished two long shots
to fuel a game-ending 24-12 run.
"Vermont is a great team and
weren't going to give up and die, so
when they made their run, we were able
to regroup and put them away again,"
Vachon said.
Church said that at times Vermont
seemed to be admiring the Maine shooting rather than trying to stop it.
"They were playing very well and at
the top of their game and we were playing subpar and below our game," Church
said. "When you put those two things
together, we just put our heads down and
didn't give them a game."
Cassidy scored 18 points, collected
eight rebounds and had a game-high six

blocks for Maine. Vachon scored a double-double with 12 points and 12 assists,
the latter being the third time in the past
two weeks she has hit that number.
Kelly Bowman also had 10 points.
"I don't worry about what shot we
particularly take, as long as we move the
ball. If you move the ball, you get good
inside shots and good outside shots,"
Palombo said.
Maine did have good movement, registering 22 assists and committing a season-low 11 turnovers to Vermont's 22
turnovers and 12 assists.
Church scored 18 points to go with
nine rebounds for the Catamounts, who
fall to 13-9 overall and 8-5 in the conference. Christie Lauzon hit on four 3-pointers for 14 points.
"Karalyn really struggled, and I think
it was good for her to sit for a while and
relax a bit," Cieplicki said. "Yeah, I think
she was frustrated. If I got my shot
blocked two or three times, I'd be frustrated too."
WILL lMttiLiI INA WILL lilt titS11!
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BEST PRICE GUARANTEE!

JOIN US FOR THE WILDEST
PARTIES ON THE, PLANET!

EAT & DRINK FOR FREE!**
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ROUNDTRIP TRANSFERS*
STAFF ASSISTANCE

HOTEL TAXES
USA PARTY PACKAG
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SPRING BREAK '99 • PANAMA CITY BEACH, FLORIDA
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its all here...Boardwalk
Located next door to
Spinnaker & LaVela, the
Boardwalk Beach Resort is
Spring Break Headquarters
for Panama City Beach,
Florida. And as host to SI's
Beach Club '99, you'll be
immersed in the center of all
the non stop party action!
So party with thousands,
but sleep with the best!

'99 SPRING BREAK
PACKAGE:

INCLUDES:
Gulf front
accommodations

classifieds

7 NIGHT

STAY, 5 PERSON OCCUP., SOME REST. MAY APPLY.

for rent
2-3BR avail. immed. intown Orono. No
pets. 866-2516 941-9113.

help wanted
Come to New Hampshire for the
Summer! 6/20-8/19. Outstanding brother/sister sports camps on Lake
Winnipesaukee seek skilled Counselors
for land sports, water sports,& the arts.
Room, board, & most transp. paid. Call
us, or apply @ our internet sites: boys:
www.winaukee.com; 800-791-2018;
girls:www.robindel.com; 888-860-1186
Summer Jobs w/ Upward Bound. Work
w/ high school students on the UMaine
campus. We need language arts,foreign
language, math, science teachers & IS,
Integrated Curriculum Specialists;
Residential Tutors Counselors (Tcs),
Residential Dir., Work experience coordinators (2 positions), Volunteer Experience
coordinator, workshop coordinator, weekend camping trips coordinators, summer
work-study especially helpful. Excellent
professional experience. Room & board
avail, for some positions. Details/application: Upward Bound; 226 Chadbourne
Hall; UMaine 581-2522
Summer Camp Counselors needed for
camps in Massachusetts. Positions available for talented, energetic & fun loving
students as counselors in all team sports,
all individual sports such as Tennis, Golf,
Waterfront, Pool activities & specialty
activities including art, dance, theater,
gymnastics, newspaper, rocketry & radio.
Great salaries, room & board, travel. 6/198/18. Enjoy a great summer that promises
to be unforgettable. MAH-KEE-NAC
(boys) 1800-753-9118 DANBEE (girls)
1800-392-3752 www.greatcampjobs.com

Camp Canadensis, Pocono Mountains,
PA. Excellent residential coed summer
camp. Caring counselors to teach athletics, hockey, tennis, gymnastics, mountain
bikes, golf, motorcycles, outdoor adventure, ropes, riflery, archery, drama, video,
photography, fishing, WSI, waterfront
activities, arts & crafts, cooking, and much
more! Excellent facilities and great salary!
6/20/99-8/17/99. Call 1800-832-8228 oremail camp4you@aol.com for an applications. Visit us: www.canadensis.com
Counselors: Top boys sports camp in
Maine! Get in on exciting, fun summer!
Must have good skills, able to instruct,
coach or assist. Openings in: all competetive team sports, all water sports.
Plus: ice hockey, camping/hiking,
ropes/climbing wall, scuba, archery,
riflery, martial arts, RNs, secretaries.
Top salaries, awesome facilities,
rrn/bd/Indry, travel. Call 800-473-6104 or
e-mail cobrachief@aol.com or write:
Steve Rubin Camp Cobbossee
(Kah'buh'see) 10 Silvermine Dr. South
Salem, NY 10590(914)533-6104
Summer POsitions @ beautiful
Vermont girls camp. Lochearn Camp,
one of the oldest & finest private camp for
girls, seeks counselors/activity instructors
for tennis, gymnastics, waterskiing, sailing,
canoeing, snorkleing, studio arts, field
sports, English riding, hiking. Senior staff
positions for leadership trainer, program
coordinator, division heads. Contact 1800-235-6659 or Lochearn@earthlink. net
or www.campage.com
Canp counselors for summer day camp
on MDI. Have the best summer of your life
& get your very own whiistle to wear. We
need lifeguards, sailing/boating instructors, ropes courses instructors, & general
counselors. Camp starts on 6/23 & ends
8/24. Starting salary $275wk. Limited
housing avail. Email Campbeech @acadia.net

HAPPY VALENTINES DAY

ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW dr www.SPRINGBREAKHQ.com
*PKG PRKE BASED ON
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To Linds six months has been great Love Michael

Orono-Share House-modern, quiet.
Non-smokers. Near bus. washer/dryer,
$250+ utils. Reduce rent 4 chores.
866-5548
Orono - apts for fall, no pets. 866-2516
Effeciency quiet, downtown Orono utilities incl. $295/mo Call 866-2518 also 2
BR Available
5 BR 2 full bath townhouses. Modern,
clean, close to UM. Safe area.
$875/mo. Heat&more incl. 827-6212
Now renting a bedroom in modern
clean townhouse. Close to campus,
share kit, bath. $200 all incl. 827-6212
Room for rent close to UM. Clean
modern apt. Private BR share kit, LR,
wash/dryer. $200/mo. 827-6212
Rooms for rent in modern clean townhouse. 2 full baths, wash/dryer.
$200/mo everything. 827-6212
5 BR 2 full bath, wash/dryer. Clean
modern close to campus. $875/mo.
Heat water etc incl. 827-6212
2 BRs 4 rent. Both or single. Share
kit, liv, 2 full baths. $200/mo everything incl. 827-6212

misc
SEX MATTERS LIVE! Wednesday
nights 10-11 pm 91.9 WMEB 581-2333
Yoga-Orono Center. Feb-Apr. Mon pm or
Wed am. 945-0760. Student discounts.
Smells like School Spirit!! Join the
school spirit committee! Call Scott at
581-1776
You can make a difference at UMaine!
Join Student Senate today. For more
info call Scott at 581-1776.
Tips Certified Bartender Program
Complete in 2 weekends. Introductory
course also available. Class starts 2/20.
Call 262-8720 leave message
Protect those you care about - send
them a FREE condogram. Memorial
Union Feb 8-12. Sponsored by
Greek Peer Ed.
$1,000s weekly! Stuff envelopes at
home for $7 each plus bonuses.
FTT,PfT. Make at least $800/wk guaranteed. Free supplies. For details,
send one stamp to: N-105 12021
Wilshire BI., Suite 552, Los Angeles,
CA, 90025
Give the gift of Caring Touch
Therapeutic Massage gift certificate
availavle for V-day. Call 941-1042
for details.
Delta Zeta Sorority Congratulates its
new members Miranda, Serena,
CNicole, Lori, Sheila, Colleen
Lynsey, Jenny, Sandra, & Kylie.

travel
# 1 SPRING BREAK 99 VACATIONS!
Best prices guaranteed! Cancun &
Jamaica $399, Bahamas $459, Panama
City Beach $99. Book now and receive a
free "Spring Break Uncensored" video!
1-800-234-7007. www.endlesssummertours.com
CANCUN, BAHAMAS, PANAMA CITY
Get FREE PARTIES AND DRINKS with
USA Spring Break! Call 1-888-777-4642
to book your trip today!

.?
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• My view

Read through the lines
By Amanda Hebert
Maine Campus staff
Define this:
Student section n.: seating at an event
(i.e.. hockey game)reserved for student use.
Student section at UMaine n.: seating at
an event (i.e.. hockey game)reserved for the
use of students and season ticket holders.
I admit it, neither of these definitions
came from on of Webster's knowledgeable volumes, they come from the one
volume of Hebert's dictionary available
only in my head.
Before the University of New
Hampshire hockey game Sunday night, I
thought that there was only one definition
of "student section."
Upon looking for my seat, DD 2 13, I
realized that the gulf between me and the
Maine-iac section was made up more of
adults than students. It did not fit my definition of student section.
That was when I decided I would have
to update my definition — but not without a
fight. Dino Mattesich, senior associate athletic director, said the so-called student section is really three sections of the Alfond.
The major section is the balcony,
whose 778 seats are the home of the pep
band, the Maine-iacs, students and 342
season ticket holders. Non-students make
up nearly half of the balcony portion of
the "student" section.
Mattesich said the holders were
given the option to move, but only 30
took the opportunity.
"They pay good money, chances that
these seats will empty are slim," he said.
The first two to three rows of the balcony

are entirely season ticket holders- and
among the owners is Shawn Walsh,the head
hockey coach. He said a section given to
only students is a great idea, but some people are never going to give up their seats.
Walsh compares such a section to all
students graduating with degrees and
straight A's. It would be nice, but it's not
going to happen.
Well, call me an idealist- I'm allowed.
Aren't college students supposed to reach for
the stars? Aren't we supposed to try to achieve
the ideals our parents missed? I'm still not
convinced that "student section" and "student/
season ticket holder section" are synonymous.
Mattesich said the season ticket holders were relocated for the band section;
can't that be done for those of us who are
more musically challenged?
"It wouldn't be fair to supporters who
have been there for years," Walsh said.
So much for that idea. According to
Mattesich and Walsh, the only way to
achieve the "ideal" student section is for
people to move out of their seats.
Vacated seats are not put back up for
sale, they are given to the students.
Let's shoot for the ideal, fellow UMaine
fans. We electrified the Alfond Sunday night.
And we did it by yelling across the sea
nts. The Jouder we are, the
non-stude
of
gets pumped, and the less
team
the
more
most non-students want to sit near us.
The Black Bears win and we get the
seats promised to us, sounds like a winwin situation to me. Not to mention, if
that happens, I can delete a useless definition from Hebert's dictionary.
And that is good, I hate leafing
through the pages.

Maine coach Shawn Walsh loves the student voice at the Alfond, but realizes the
importance of season ticket holders. (Caleb Raynor photo.)
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February 7
Squatter's rights ends
Monday, February 22
Priority moves due to lifestyle
designation
4:00 PM - 6:30 PM
Hilltop Commons
February 23
Room Bazaar for residents who
want to change halls or residents
who have not yet signed up
11:30 AM - 2:00 PM and
6:00 PM to 7:00 PM
Wells Commons

•
February 8 - February 12
In-hall room changes* in each hall

NOTE: You must sign up with a roommate
or
unless you are signing up for a single room
a guaranteed double-single room.

by
Off-campus students may sign up with current residents
during
ns
Commo
Hilltop
103
picking up a housing application at
Friday
regular business hours of 8:00 AM - 4:30 PM, Monday -

not have an on-campus
Off-campus students who wish to sign up but do
on to be assigned
applicati
housing
a
out
fill
roommate to sign up with may
be available for
will
ons
applicati
Housing
after the room sign-up process.
Hilltop Commons
off-campus students beginning February 1 at 103
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paving that road.
Ranking 12th in the nation in save percentage, Michaud earlier carried an 11game unbeaten streak, lifting his record to
17-2-3 overall.
In his three-year career, Michaud is 4922-8 with an impressive 2.87 goals against
average mark.
He isn't satisfied, however.
Why? The answer lies in another
question that bears some semblance to
what Ohio State football coach John
Cooper is faced with each year. Can you
win the big one?
"I want to prove I can win the big
games," Michaud said. "I want to prove I
can play in the big games and show up
when there's no tomorrow."
Michaud, who boasts no NCAA
Tournament experience, carried the team
to the Hockey East Championship game
last season, where the journey ended in a
3-2 crushing defeat to Boston College.
And it was against the same Eagles
that handed Michaud his worst loss of
the season, where he was yanked from
the game in favor of freshman Mike
Morrison.
was disappointing," said
"It

Michaud, who let in six of BC's seven
goals on Jan. 9.
But come Saturday, he will get another
shot at the team that denied him a chance
to play in the NCAA postseason when the
No. 6 Eagles soar into Orono.
"We expect a real hard-fought game,"
Michaud said.
More than that, however, the memory
of his last trip to the Heights still lingers in
the back of his mind.
"That loss down there hurt," Michaud
said. "You think about that and definitely
look back and see what happened."
The Eagles, who are third in Hockey
East behind New Hampshire and
Maine, bring an explosive package to
Maine this weekend, including star
Brian Gionta.
Gionta, who competed in the U.S.
World Junior Tournament with Black
Bears Doug Janik and Barrett Heisten, is
considered a leading candidate to win
Hockey East Player of the Year accolades.
"We'll have to cover him, which can
be tough," junior forward Ben Guite said.
"It's tough because he is so tough to catch,
but we're going to do whatever it takes to
keep him off the scoreboard."

• Men's basketball
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Maine goalie Alfie Michaud has played some roller coaster games with Boston
College in his career. Tommorow, he'll get another shot at the Eagles. (Caleb
Raynor photo.)

• Women's hockey

Bears soar past Hawks Bears to soar with Eagles
By Ricardo BaItes
Maine Campus staff
After finding themselves dead last in
the conference last year, the University of
Maine men's basketball team will finish
no worse than fourth place this year after
a 102-91 win over the University of
Hartford on Wednesday night.
The Black Bears have an automatic
bid to the quarter finals of the America
East Tournament as they improve to 16-7,
11-4 and move into third place with three
games left.
The Black Bears came out of the gates
hard as they built a 23-point half-time lead
in what coach John Giannini calls "as
good a half of basketball as any team I've
ever coached has had."
Hartford guard Justin Bailey and forward Rob Sawicki led an inspired second
half comeback dwindling the Black Bears
lead to as little as five points with four
minutes left to play.
Maine needed six straight free throws

from freshman guard Huggy Dye in the
last minute of play to put the Hawks on
ice for good. As a team, Maine shot 32for-39 from the line, a season high in both
makes and attempts.
"Justin Bailey really took the game
into his own hands and got them on a
role," Giannini said. "But to our players'
credit, we bent an awful lot in the second
half but never broke."
Maine was led once again by forward
Nate Fox, who shot an amazing 17-for-18
from the free throw line en route to a
game high 35 points while grabbing nine
rebounds. Despite a slow start, Fox has
now elevated himself to fourth in the conference in scoring (17.4 ppg), third in
rebounding (8.0 rpg) and second in fieldgoal percentage (.557).
"Since he's been with us I've believed he
would be an all-conference player,"
Giannini said. "People don't realize how little he played before joining us and that he
did have some health problems early on, so
I'm not surprised at all in his recent impact."

Who: Maine (10-13-1, 4-13-1) at
Boston College (7-14-2, 3-13-2)
When: 2 p.m. today and Saturday
Where: Chestnut Hill, Mass.
Key Players:
Maine: F Raffi Wolf (26-11-37), F
Kira Misikowetz (10-23-33), G Mandy
Cronin (6-7-0, 3.43)
BC: F Erin Magee (23-12-35), F
Jennifer Buckley (11-19-28). G Christy
Nentwig (4.11, .888 save percentage)
Notes 'n Stuff: Maine is coming off
a 4-0 victory over Bowdoin Tuesday
that didn't impress Maine coach Rick
Filighera despite the final score.
"We went into the game overconfident," Filighera said. "We took them

very lightly. They were in our zone the
first 5-10 minutes of the game. But we
slowly got better.
"We didn't play well but still got a
win."
BC is in 12th place in the 14-team
ECAC, trailing Maine, which is tied for
10th, by just one point.
The Black Bears are still talking
playoffs, even though they would have
to win almost all of their last eight
games in order for that to happen, in
addition to several other teams losing,
particularly Cornell and St. Lawrence.
And yes — today's game, according
to Filighera, is the most important game
Maine will play this season.

It claims good people.
TREAT DEPRESSION

RICHARD
DAVVKINS
A DARWINIAN EVENING
Are human beings so complex that
they must have been designed?
Are organisms machines built to
propagate 'selfish genes'?

Dawkins Explains...
Thursday, February 25, 1999
7:00 p.m., Doors Open at 6 p.m.
Maine Center for the Arts

Free-no ticket required
Reception and Book Signing Follow

"The way I see it, if you want to
go with the flow,
fine...

Dr. Records - 20 Main - Orono

But, if you want to be
different, unique, even
extraordinary...

It ain't gonna happen at the
Mall.

Come to our Valentine Sale this Wed - Sat!

Major sponsors: Behavior Group, Arthur Lord Fund,
Class of 1934 Fund, Cultural Affairs Committee,
Comprehanive Foe Committee, Office of Research and
Graduate Studies, Office ofthe President, Chiest
Lecture series and Other Acadamic Departments.

Evolution Journal Club
Murray Hall It(207)581-2539
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• Women's hoop

Maine inches closer to a conference title
By Josh Nason
Maine Campus Staff
Kristen McCormick is used to being a
secondary scoring option.
In her first two seasons at Maine, she
has been behind Cindy Blodgett and Jamie
Cassidy in rank of who takes the majority
of the shots.
But in Wednesday night's home contest against Vermont, the junior forward
used her awkward-looking release to connect on six 3-pointers and tie a school
record in the process in the University of
Maine women's basketball team's 80-59
win over the Catamounts.
"My teammates were getting me the
ball where I wanted it and I was just setting up and shooting," McCormick said.
"I was just sneaking behind the defense
and they weren't really looking."
McCormick
matched
Blodgett's
March 1997 record of six 3-pointers, as
well as Heather Briggs' March 1993 mark
of 13 3-point attempts.
Both, ironically, were set against
Vermont.
"Once you get on a roll, you feel it and
get in a zone," McCormick said.
"She gets good looks, and obviously
we need to do a better job next time, if
there is a next time, on trying to keep her
a bit more in check," Vermont coach Keith
Cieplicki said.
As a team, Maine set school records
for 3-pointers made (10) and attempted
(31), which left Cassidy wondering
whether Vermont would adjust their
defense.
"I thought once Kristen hit a few and
Amy (Vachon) hit a couple, they were
going to spread it out a little, but they
kept it packed in," Cassidy said. `So I
was like, 'Here you go guys, keep taking
them.
Maine boosted its record to 17-5 over-

all and 13-1 in America East with the win
and are now within one win of clinching
the regular season title.
That win could come in the Black
Bears' next game, a Sunday home tilt
against the second place New Hampshire
Wildcats.
Overwhelming crowd noise and seven
Vermont turnovers in the first ten minutes
of the first half helped Maine cruise to a
35-6 lead, as Cassidy clamped down on
rival Karalyn Church.
"I was just trying to stay low, move my
feet and stay straight up and not foul,"
Cassidy said.
In those opening minutes, Cassidy
blocked Church three times down in the
post and added one more later in the half,
frustrating last year's league MVP to just
six points in the period.
"We didn't get anything easy, and
that's been a trademark of (Maine's)
defense all year," Cieplicki said. "With
their size inside, you don't have space to
play."
Following back-to-back 3-pointers by
Kerry Duggan that cut Maine's lead to 3512, Vermont held the Black Bears scoreless for the next six minutes and ended the
half down 44-27.
After Cassidy began the second half
with another block on Church, Maine
struggled offensively and kept missing the
3-point attempts it had been hitting in the
first half.
"My concern was that we weren't
doing some things on defense as well as
we would have liked," Maine coach
Joanne Palombo-McCallie said. "On
offense, we were being a little bit hasty at
that point."
Vermont used a 20-12 run, capped by
two Libby Smith free throws, to get within nine points at 56-47 with just over 12
See WOMEN'S HOOP on page 13

Black Bear forward Kelly Bowman prepares to put up a shot during Wednesday's
game with Vermont. (Caleb Raynor photo.)

• Men's hockey

Michaud, BC to meet again
By Bill Stewart
Maine Campus staff
Alfie Michaud still has something to
prove. And he's the first one to admit it.
Despite posting All-American-like
numbers this season, Michaud acknowledges what he has yet to accomplish
while donning the University of Maine
hockey sweater.

INSIDE

"I want to be a champion," Michaud
said. "I want to be a winner. I want to
prove what athlete wants to prove — that
they can be a champion.
"I want to prove I can play every single night."
But, for the first time in his career,
the junior from Slekirk, Manitoba, is

ATHLETE OF
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Raffi Wolf
After scoring two
goals in Maine's 40 win over Bowdoin
Tuesday night, forward Raffi Wolf is
this week's Maine
Campus Athlete of
the Week.

See MEN'S HOCKEY on page 15
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